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Humanscale Unveils Ultra-Streamlined QuickStand Under Desk
New Design Appeals to Companies Looking to Incorporate Healthy Movement and Style
into their Workspace
(June 12, 2017 – Chicago, IL) As companies are choosing to invest in active workstations
over standard, sedentary designs, the need for a sit/stand workstation that integrates even
more seamlessly into workspaces became apparent to Humanscale. With the belief that
simple, functional design is both timeless and beautiful, Humanscale delivers another
exceptional solution with its newest sit/stand offering, QuickStand Under Desk.
Tasked with this challenge, the Humanscale Design Studio reimagined the original
QuickStand
by
repositioning
its
patented counterbalance mechanism
from above to beneath the desk
surface. Designed to create a smooth,
seamless transition between sitting and
standing, QuickStand Under Desk’s
counterbalance mechanism is enclosed
within the framework of a central
column. When at a seated height, the
keyboard tray lies flat against the desk
surface and the central column remains
hidden
beneath
the
desk
for
unobstructed views. With its minimal
footprint
and
built-in
cable
management, QuickStand Under Desk
allows for a clean, clutter-free work
surface at any height.
Like its counterparts in the QuickStand family, QuickStand Under Desk offers effortless
functionality and encourages more movement throughout the day. QuickStand Under Desk
is designed to accommodate a variety of heights and can support single or dual monitors
up to 35lbs in weight. It is compatible with Humanscale’s innovative sit/stand software,
OfficeIQ, and the company’s best-selling line of monitor arms. Consistent with
Humanscale’s mission to create a net positive impact on the earth, QuickStand Under
Desk is built sustainably, with minimal parts and Red List-free materials.

To learn more about other sit/stand solutions from Humanscale visit:
https://www.humanscale.com/products/category_detail.cfm?category=sitstand

About Humanscale
Humanscale is the leading designer and manufacturer of high-performance ergonomic
products that improve the health and comfort of work life. Through leveraging new
technology in functional yet minimal designs, Humanscale transforms traditional offices
into active, intelligent workspaces. Committed to making a net-positive impact on the
earth as well as our customers, Humanscale offers award-winning products designed with
a focus on function, simplicity and longevity. For more information, visit
www.humanscale.com.
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